Worksheet 1. *May, might and will*

Check the meaning of each sentence -- sure or unsure.

1. We might go surfing next weekend.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

2. We may go out tonight.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

3. Sandy will work late tonight.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

4. Grandma will be 90 years old on May 16.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

5. Our teacher may give us a surprise quiz.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

6. Maybe it will snow tonight.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

7. Sam and Jim won’t join us tonight.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

8. Julia may get a promotion.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

9. I’ll see you tomorrow.
   - O sure
   - O unsure

10. It will be a great party, for sure.
   - O sure
    - O unsure